Indeed, as Robert Spoo reminds us in the first chapter, copyright law from the very first legislation of 1790 explicitly ruled out protection for any foreign works in the United States, and this prohibition remained fundamental to US copyright law through its subsequent revisions in 1831 and 1870. Not until the Chace Act of 1891 did foreign works begin to receive some protection, but because Congress put the interests of typesetters, printers, and binders before those of authors, this conditional protection depended on a set of requirements that came to be known as 'the manufacturing clause.' The effect was to continue the expansion of the public domain that had been a boon for US publishers and its industry partners. This was not changed fully until the United States adhered to the Berne Convention, which banned formalities as a condition of obtaining copyright protection, effective in March 1989.
Against this legal backdrop, Spoo focuses in particular on how literary modernism, as reflected especially in the works of James Joyce but also those of T.S. Eliot, Ezra Pound, and others, fared in these constrained circumstances. Hence this summary from the Prologue captures well the aims of the book, which is 'about the convergence of lawful piracy and transatlantic modernism within what I call the American public domain, a vast, opportunistic literary commons assembled from the legal have-nots of foreign authorship and reflecting the protectionist policies of a developing nation in quest of instant and assured culture. Created by U.S. copyright laws, the American public domain was nothing less than an aggressively legislated commons, an invitation to piracy that served the interests of domestic publishers, typesetters, printers, binders and the book-buying public' (3).
Lest one jump to the conclusion, from the seemingly critical language used here to characterize the American public domain, that Spoo finds fault with it, the final judgment the author renders is actually positive inasmuch as he favours any regime that leads to the widest possible dissemination of creative work. Thus he confesses, in the Epilogue, 'that when I think of the American public domain I cannot help but feel nostalgia for a system whose legal default was set for the accessibility of creative resources. This protectionist regime was unfair to foreign authors. . . . [It] was parasitic, aggressive, and insatiable, but it was also a fervent disseminator, and this is why, at a deep level that might have surprised them both, [Samuel] Roth and [Ezra] Pound were kindred spirits, each insisting on the duty of international communication despite the risk of public opprobrium and legal reprisal. The premature commons also sped the fame of many transatlantic authors, and it gave rise to the sometimes touching chivalry and solidarity of businessmen in the midst of chaotic plenty' (275).
That Roth and Pound are ultimately seen to be 'kindred spirits' is one of the more surprising, but also intriguing, conclusions of this book. While mainstream publishers like Appleton, Harper, Holt, Putnam, and Scribner voluntarily adopted a set of rules generally known as 'trade courtesy' to bring order to what otherwise might have been an anarchic marketplace (whereby publishers in the US recognized others' claims on certain foreign authors and allowed them to be the exclusive purveyors of those authors' books despite the legal ability of any publisher to issue American editions), Roth was viewed as a renegade in the business, and it was his appropriation of the writings of James Joyce without authorization that eventually led to Joyce's bringing suit against Roth, not for copyright infringement but for what today we would call violation of Joyce's right of publicity.
Pound was a sharp critic of US copyright law and took every opportunity to cast opprobrium on it and on vultures like Roth who would use it to enrich themselves at the expense of foreign authors. Yet Pound's view of copyright was complex, and his effort to reform US law provides the centerpiece of one of the most interesting chapters in the book. On the one hand, Pound wanted copyright to be vested in authors automatically and perpetually, not subject to the risks of losing control inherent in the manufacturing clause and other regulations (like obscenity laws). On the other hand, he wanted to make sure that there were incentives to keep books in circulation and to keep their prices reasonable, so he also argued for a compulsory license that would allow another publisher to reprint a book if the author's heirs failed to keep it 'in print and at a price not greater than the price of his books during his lifetime' (quote from Pound, 126). He went even further in proposing that an affirmative obligation be imposed on foreign authors to make sure their books got translated properly into English and published in the United States, failing which a compulsory license would permit any publisher from taking on the job, with the only requirement being payment of a specified royalty on sales. Pound's approach, which suffered from flaws that Spoo carefully dissects, nevertheless represented one valiant attempt to balance authors' and users' rights and can be studied for lessons it might contribute to current debates about how best to use copyright law to achieve this long-sought balance.
Three of the book's chapters examine the story of how Joyce's Ulysses came to be published in the United States, first in an unauthorized edition published by Roth and later in an authorized edition published by Random House under Bennett Cerf's supervision. The latter turns out to be another interesting example of how trade courtesy made publication possible despite the possibility of competing editions. As a case study of a famous book's complicated history, these chapters would work nicely as a class assignment for a course in book history.
Even though Spoo engages our interest throughout, his Epilogue is a real tour de force. He deftly analyzes how efforts to achieve copyright harmonization internationally have had the perverse consequence of leaving copyright law as a patchwork of confusing and contradictory rules that serve no one well, and with a much-impoverished public domain. Spoo sees the Uruguay Round Agreements Act of 1994, in particular, as contributing to the disharmony of the public domain worldwide. The journey of Joyce's Finnegan's Wake from copyright to the public domain back to copyright and then back into the public domain shows just how complicated the system is today. 'The result of all this is a dinning cacophony of laws, an inconsistent, semiprivate world commons' (270). Spoo laments that 'instead of a unified public domain, we now have an uncoordinated global commons. It is certainly one kind of dystopia, this world of checkerboard monopolies, patchwork freedoms, and after-rights, all presided over by the amorphous, often untested promise of fair use. Those who wish or need to make use of authors' works are confronted with a culture of checkmates and obstacles, ambiguous laws, stubborn estates, and orphan works' (276). In his closing paragraph, Spoo speculates that there might yet be some useful role for the practice of trade courtesy in this 'uncoordinated global commons.' And though he does not mention it, I would pose this question also for the minimally protected and growing world of 'open access' publications. 
